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          Best rate Guarantee

          805-924-3003
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          A CALIFORNIAEscape        

        

    

  
  

  
  
    

      
        IMMERSE
YOURSELF

        
          Artfully nestled in the picturesque confluence of the Big Sur Mountains, majestic woodlands, and California’s iridescent coastline, El Colibri Hotel & Spa is a Tuscan-inspired escape that embraces you in upscale charm and relaxation, from the moment you walk in.
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        Book With El Colibri.



	Exclusive offers
	Access to all room types & suites
	Custom add-ons
	Premium date availability
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                                                    Why It’s Always Love At First Sight
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                                                                    An Off-The-Beaten-Track Location

                                                                
                                    The Beach is calling. Wander along the contemplative shores of Moonstone Beach as you collect moonstones, or stroll its gorgeous 1-mile boardwalk. You may catch a sea otter or two frolicking in the waves.
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                                                    Why It’s Always Love At First Sight
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                                                                    Always on Tap

                                                                
                                    Our cozy rooms are so plush and comfortable you may not ever want to leave them, but head downstairs to our Wine and Beer Tap Wall for some Sommelier-approved sips and lively conversations. You’ll be sure to find the perfect pour.
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                                                    Why It’s Always Love At First Sight
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                                                                    The Outdoor Jacuzzi

                                                                
                                    After a day of wine tastings, sightseeing or lounging on the beach, pamper yourself with a rejuvenating spa treatment followed by some truly blissful moments in our rooftop outdoor jacuzzi.
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                                                    Why It’s Always Love At First Sight
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                                                                    Fur Babies Welcome

                                                                
                                    Take your furry bestie for a leisurely walk or lively run along Moonstone Beach, or enjoy our scenic woodland views together. At El Colibri Hotel and Spa furry friends up to 40 pounds are welcome for a fee.
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        The Nest Spa

        
            Offering a curated list of soothing massages, every ritual at our Nest Spa is tailored to your unique preferences. Steam showers and jacuzzis are also available to guests at our wellness center.
                        Learn More
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                      In Perfect Serenity 

                    
            Our rooms were made for hopeless romantics, daytime adventures and epicurean explorers. Appointed in comfort and elegance, come home to woodland views, jacuzzi tubs, private fireplaces, and a wealth of other incomparable amenities.
                        See Rooms
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					You’ve Said It!

				
												
													Amazing spa hotel in wine country

												
							“We had such an amazing, relaxing time at the hotel after a busy stay in San Francisco. The wine dispenser with local wine is such a nice touch and the spa is probably one of the best we have been to within a hotel. Hopefully, we will get a chance to return”
						

													- alistairws/TripAdvisor -

											
																
													Perfect Location!

												
							“The location is a short walk to the Moonstone Beach and downtown Cambria. The reception area has a nice long table. We played cards every night. A great gathering spot. I will surely stay again!”
						

													- Jacqueline J./TripAdvisor -

											
																
													Wonderful Romantic Getaway

												
							“They went above and beyond to make our stay extra special for our wedding anniversary. We enjoyed the spa under the stars every evening and our room was beautiful.”
						

													- Jennie M./TripAdvisor -

											
																
													Awesome Customer Service

												
							“My family and I love the people who work at this hotel. They are very personable and accommodating.
”
						

													- Getaway 777988/TripAdvisor -

											
																
													Romantic Getaway

												
							“This is a lovely small hotel. I loved the room and the fireplace and spa bath. The beach is a short walk away and we took advantage of the hotel provided bicycles to ride into the town. The staff was attentive to all requests. 
”
						

													- Laurie V./TripAdvisor -

											
									

	



  
    
        Find Yourself Here

        
          Our Cambria hotel is nestled next to Moonstone Beach, offering a beautiful, short walk to the shore along its charming wooden boardwalk. We invite you to take a stroll along this 1-mile pathway that meanders from Cambria’s north end to Leffingwell Landing and back.
                        explore
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				Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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					5620 Moonstone Beach Dr. 
Cambria, CA93428 

					elcolibrireservations@pacificahost.com

					805-924-3003
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